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CHAPTER I 
FORMULATION .II.ND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The tremendous impact of electronic data processing on the lives 
of the American people is being felt in every segment of our economy. 
Regardless of the area of activity, be it business, education, government, 
industry, or the service areas, electronic data processing is performing 
an increasingly· important function. The volume of paper work, the magni-
tude of government reports, and the demands of management for information, 
have created ma.Jllmoth challenges for electronic data processing. These 
challenges are complex. However, electronic data processing equipment and 
personnel are :making favorable gains on the problems posed by these chal-
lenges. 
The invention and manufacture of machines and equipment of rapid 
speed and accuracy for the production and reproduction of business reports 
and records is the newest step forward in business organization and rnanage-
1 
ment. Undoubtedly the best kno'Wll machine developed for this purpose is 
the computer. The invention of the computer collD'llenced the revolution of 
electronic data processing. The first machine to use electronic tubes for 
calculating was the ENIAC, Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer, 
1clarence B. Randall, Sally W. Weimer, and Maynard S. Greenfield, 
Systems and Procedures fo..I Auto~ Accounting, (Cincinnati: South-Western 
Publishing Company, 1962;, p. 95. 
developed between 1942 and 1946 at the University of Pennsylvania by 
2 Dr. John W. }l.auchly, J. Presper Eckert, and their associates. 
General Statement 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the specific 
job duties and qualifications of a computer prograxuner in the Richmond 
Metropolitan area. This information should offer some criteria for 
establishing an electronic data processing curriculum at the Richmond 
Professional Institute. 
Sub-Problems 
2 
To accomplish the explicit objectives of this study, answers were 
needed for the following questions: 
1. What job duties are required of a computer programmer? How 
frequent are the different job duties performed? 
2. What qualifications are required of a computer programmer? 
What age is preferred for programming personnel? How much 
previous experience is required? What educational require-
ments are necessary? 
3. What job title is associated with the person performing the 
job duties of a computer progrannner? 
4. Is there a demand for graduates of a two-year program in 
electronic data processing? 
5. How many business and other establishments have an educational 
program to prepare personnel for work in electronic data pro-
cessing departments? 
2Robert R. Arnold, Harold C. Hill, and Aylmer V. Nichols, Introduction 
To~ Processing, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 28. 
3 
6. What types of computers are currently being used in data 
processing installations? What types of new computers are 
on order? 
7. How many persons are working in electronic data processing 
departments? Is it difficult to locate computer programmers? 
8. What testing devices are being used in selecting computer 
programners? 
9. What types of organizations are using electronic data pro-
cessing equipment? 
10. How many hours per day do data processing installations 
operate their equipment? 
More than 100,000 Americans are pursuing a career that did not exist 
3 4 15 years ago. That career is computer programn,.ing. The persons who are 
members of this profession are most commonly known as progralllI'lers. 
Programmers are a hybrid group. The rapid expansion of the electronic 
data processing field has afforded little opportunity for the current pro-
grammers to have received any formal college or university training for 
their professional careers. Their educational backgrounds vary from 
engineering and physics to literature and psychology. Accounting and 
commerce majors have also made their way into the programr.:ing profession 
with great success. Since the majority of programmers received no formal 
training in programming during their collegiate years, the computer manu-
facturers provided the necessary training. 
3 11 Twentieth Century's Newest Career," Data Processor, Volume VIII, 
Number IV, (October 1965), p. 11. 
4rbid., p. 11. 
4 
Additional employees will be needed to operate electronic data 
processing equipment in the years ahead. There are approximately 300 
electronic data processing installations in the Richmond Metropolitan 
area. They employ about 3,000 persons. 5 These figures represent instal-
lations utilizing computers and unit r ecord equipment to process data. 
The need for trained data processing personnel is expected to increase 
by 15 percent in the Richmond Metropolitan area each yea:r in the coming 
6 
decade. This suggests that 450 additional, qualified persons will be 
needed by organizations in the Richmond area next year. 
Electronic data processing equipment manufacturers now find it 
alnlost impossible to train the required data processing personnel because 
of the rapid acceptance and expansion of electronic data processing. The 
need for training a significant number of competent analysts and specialists 
cannot be overlooked by educational institutions. Unique demands are being 
placed on many educational institutions to provide facilities for developing 
the knowledge and skills of those persons who will use sophisticated com-
puters in the future. 
v1hat content material should be emphasized in courses designed to 
prepare computer programmers? What content material should be emphasized 
in courses designed to prepare unit record technicians? A study to deter-
mine the job duties and qualifications of programmers in the field of 
electronic data processing would be desirable in answering the first question. 
A similar study should be conducted to determine the job duties and qualifi-
cations of unit record technicians in the field of electronic data processing 
5Interview with William K. Parsons, Jr., Sales Representative, 
International Business Ma.chines Corporation, March 10, 1966. 
6Ibicl. 
5 
to help in answering the second question. The latter study was conducted 
by Mr-. David P. Jones. Since the two studies were initiated at approxi-
mately the same time with a congruent purpose, the two investigators worked 
jointly throughout the data gathering phase of the study. 
Definition gf ~ 
Block Diagram 
A "block diagraJD.11 is a graphical representation of the equipment 
in a computer system. The primary purpose of a block is to indicate the 
paths along which information and/or control flows between the various 
parts of a computer system. It should not be confused with the term flow 
7 
chart. 
Coding 
"Coding" is a term representing the ordered list in computer code 
of the successive computer instructions representing successive computer 
8 
operations for solving a specific problem. 
Computer 
A "computer" is a device capable of accepting ini'ormation, applying 
prescribed processes to the information, and supplying the results of these 
processes. It usually consists of input and output devices, s~orage, 
arithmetic, and logical units, and a control unit.9 
7Automatic ~ Processing Glossorz, (Washington, D. c., Executive 
Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, December 1962), p. 18. 
8Toid., p. 11. 
9rbid., p. 12. 
Console 
The "console 11 is a portion of the computer that may be used to 
control the machine manually; correct errors; determine the status of 
machine circuits, registers, and counters; determine the contents of 
10 
storage; and manually revise the contents of storage. 
~ Processing Courses 
6 
The term "Data Processing Courses" refers to a succession of courses 
designed to provide an understanding of the concepts, principles and tech-
niques involved in processing data. The courses are arranged in a workable 
sequence, with an appropriate balance between technical and general courses. 
Laboratory exercises are included. 
The word "debug" is used to mean the tracking down and correcting 
of any mistakes found in the computer program. 
This abbreviation refers to the organization known as the Data 
Processing Management Association. It is "an international organization 
of management personnel dedicated to the advancement of the data processing 
profession. 1111 
10 Ibid., p. 14. 
11
certificate in Professional~ Processing, (Park Ridge, Illinois: 
Data Processing Management Association, n.d.), p. 1. 
7 
Electronic~ Processing 
"Electronic Data Processing" is the preparation of data by electronic 
devices that contain basic elements of information, and the handling of such 
data according to precise rules of procedure to accomplish such operations 
as classifying, sorting, calculating, summarizing, and recording.12 
A "flow chart 11 is a graphic representation of the major steps of 
work in process. The illustrative symbols may represent documents, machines, 
or actions taken during the process. The emphasis is on where or who does 
what rather than how it is done.13 
Hardware 
"Hardware" is the physical equipment or devices forming a computer 
and peripheral equipment.14 
High-Speed Printer 
A "high-speed printer" is an electromechanical line printer using 
engraved type. Up to 132 print positions may be printed on one line at 
speeds up to 1200 lines per minute. The high-speed printer is capable 
of printing alphabetic, numeric, and special characters.15 
12Automatic Data Processing Glossary, Q:Q• .£.!!:., p. 40. 
13Automatic Data Processing Glossary, 22• cit., p. 8. 
14Automatic Data Processing Glossary, .2.P• cit., p. 25. 
15General Information Manual, Introduction to IBM Data Processing 
Systems, (New York: IBM Corporation, 1960), p. 54. 
8 
Input-Output Devices 
11 Input-output devices 11 is a general term signifying the pieces of 
16 
equipment used to corm:runicate with a computer. 
Installation 
An "installation" refers to any combination of a com:Juter and unit 
record equipment that is normally auxiliary to a computer. 
The term "job duties 11 refers to the specific tasks perforraed by a 
programmer in a data processing installation. 
The "key pimch" is a special device used to record information in 
cards or tape by punching holes in the cards or tape to represent letters, 
digits, and.special characters.17 
}~chine Language 
"Machine language 11 is a system for representing and com;Im1icating 
information between people or between people and machines. Such a system 
consists of a carefully defined set of characters and rules for combining 
them into larger units, such as words or expressions, and rules for word 
1S 
arrangement or usage to achieve specific meanings. 
16 Automatic Data Processing Glossary, 2.E· cit., 
17 
Automatic Data Processing Glossary, 2£• cit., 
18Automatic Data Processing Glossary, 12.g. cit. 
p. 27. 
p. 29. 
9 
Hagnetic Disk 
"Magnetic disk" is a s t orage device on which information is recorded 
on the 1113.gnetizable surface of a rotating disk. A magnetic disk stor ai e 
system is an array of such devices, with associated reading and writing 
19 
heads which are mounted on movable arms. 
Magnetic Tape 
11Hagnetic tape" is tape or ribbon of any material impregnated or 
coated with magnetic or other material on which information may be placed 
20 
in the form of magnetically polarized spots, 
Organizations 
The term "organizations" refers to those business and other estab-
lishments that were presumed to be using data processing equipment. 
Program 
The word "program" refers to the complete plan for the solution of 
a problem, more specifically t he complete sequence of machine instructions 
and routines necessary to solve a problem and to plan the procedures for 
solving a problem. This may involve among other things the analysis of 
the problem, preparation of a flow chart, preparing details, testing, and 
developing subroutines, allocation of storage loca tions, specifications 
of input and output formats, and the incorporation of a computer run into 
21 
a complete data processing system. 
1\utomatic Data Processing Glossary, 
20Automatic Data Processing Glossary, 
21Automatic Data Processing Glossary, 
QJ2• 
QJ2, 
.QE• 
cit., p. l('· /. 
cit., l?. 56. 
cit., p. 41. • 
10 
Progra'1l!1ler 
A 11 prog1·am:mer 11 analyzes and defines detailed computer systems to 
develop programs for electronic data processing. He is usually competent 
in most phases of programming to work on his own and requires only general 
direction for the balance of activities. He conducts detailed analyses 
of all defined systems specifications and develops all levels of block 
diagrams and machine logic flow charts. He codes; prepares test data; 
tests and debugs programs; revises and refines programs as required; and 
documents all procedures used throughout the computer program when it is 
formally established. He evaluates and modifies existing programs to take 
into a ccount changes in systems requirement s or equipment input and output 
22 
devices. He may give technical assis t ance to lower level classifications. 
Procedure 
A "procedure" is a series of related tasks that make up the chrono-
logical sequence and the established way of performing the work to be 
accomplished. 2.3 
Qualifications for Programmers 
"Qualifications for programmers" is a term used to describe the 
characteristics and specific requirements for conditions of employment as 
a programmer. 
2
~hilip H. Weber, Descri-otions f or Data Processing Personnel, 
(Elmhurst, Illinois: The Business Press, n. d.), p. 4. 
2
.3George R. Terry, Pr inci 0le~ of Mana~ement, (Homewood, Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Revised Edition, 1964), p. 288. 
11 
Software 
"Software" is the totality of programs and routines used to extend 
24 
the capabilities of computers, such as subroutines. 
Systems Analyst 
A "systems analyst" is a person who examines an activity, procedure, 
method or a technique to determine what must be accomplished and how the 
necessary operations may best be accomplished. 25 
Basic Assumptions 
It was assumed that the organizations in the Richmond Metropolitan 
area prefer to hire individuals with some knm1ledge, expedence, and training 
in computer programming to work in the data processing installations. There-
fore, it was assumed that a demand existed for persons who are graduates 
of a curriculum in electronic data processing that provides training in 
programming. Currently, no educational institution in the Richmond Metro-
politan area provides such a curriculum. 
Delimitations 
The study was conducted subject to the following delimitations: 
Organizations Included in~ Study 
The study was limited to selected organizations that were members 
of the Data Processing Management Association, Richmond, Virginia, Chapter, 
and approximately ten additional organizations that were presumed to be 
24Automatic Data Processing Glossary, .QE• cit., p. 50. 
25Philip H. Weber, loc • .£.i!:. 
12 
using data processing equipment. A majority of the organizations were 
located in the city of Richmond, Virginia. However, several of the organi-
zations were located in Chesterfield and Henrico counties. Four of the 
organizations were located in the city of Hopewell, Virginia. Organizations 
in other cities throughout the state of Virginia were not included in this 
investigation because the information provided by the study will be used 
in developing a data proces , ing curriculum at the Richmond Professional 
Institute. This data processing curriculum is at first scheduled to meet 
the requirements of organizations in the Richmond MetI'O[)olitan area, where 
all the selected o::-gmizati ons are located. 
Personnel Included in the Study 
The study was limited to the organizations' programming personnel, 
since a similar study was simultaneously being conducted for unit record 
personnel. 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDITT.ES IN COLU;CTING DATA 
A questionnaire was used to collect the information for this study. 
This versatile instrument could be mailed to the selected organizations. 
The prompt return of the information from the var ied sources was i mportant. 
Therefore, the questionnaire was considered to be the best method of obtaining 
data from the selected organizations in the Rich.~ond 11etropolitan area. 
Formulation and Validation of the Questionnaire 
The que stionnaire was divided into four sections (see Appendix C) 
and designed to secure answers to the questions stated in the sub-problems. 
The four sections of the questionnaire were classified as follows: 
I. General 
II. Job duties and qualifications of programmers 
III. Job duties and qualifications of unit record teclu1icians 
IV. Electronic data processing utilization - present and future 
Sections I, II, and IV were used in this study. Sections I and IV 
pertained to all the organizations participating in the study. Section II 
pertained only to those org:.mizations using programmers in their electronic 
data processing installat ions. Section III was not used in this s tudy, but 
was used in another study. The division of the questionnaire into four 
sections was helpful in tabulating the returns. The majority of the questions 
were designed in a way that the respondent could check the appropriate category. 
14 
The initial draft of the questionnaire wns submitted to a thesis 
cornr:tittee for review. After suggested changes were m:J.de in the forrnnt of 
certain questions, the questionnaire was presented to the follouing for 
their analysis: 
1. lhn"cer of Data Processing 
Nitrogen Di vision 
Allied Chemical Corporation 
Hopewell, Viririnia 
2. Progr.1.lllmer/AnaJ.yst 
Automated Equipment Sales of Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia 
3. Chairman of Business and Data Processing Department 
Danville Technical Institute 
DanviJ.le, Virginia 
4. Supervisor of Data Processing 
Dan River }lills, Incorporated 
Danville, Virginia 
Additional changes were made based on the recommendations of the gentlemen 
listed above. 
The questionnaire was further examined in an interview with the 
manager of data processing of the Nitrogen Division of Allied Chemical 
Corporation, Hopewell, Virginia . His reactions led to the changing of 
several questions and the addition and deletion of several other questions. 
An interview was arranged .1ith a Progrann-ner Analyst employed by 
the Automatic Equipment Sales of Virginia, Incorporated. The purpose of 
this interview was to deterwine additional job duties performed by prograxllJJ.ers. 
This information wi.s relevant to the further development of Section II of the 
questionnaire. His suggestions led to the addition of several job duties 
performed by programmers. The questionnaire was then revised based on th r 
recommendations. 
15 
Distrib~\ion of the 9ues tiormair e 
Each organization to be mailed a questi onnaire was ass i gned a 
separate index card. The org·mization I s name , mailbg acJ.dres s , and 
telephone number were i-f!'i t t en on the cards. Each card W,ls than con-
secutively number ed from 1 through 55. These numbers served as identifi-
ca tion codes and were posted ·on t he questionnaire in the special space 
provided for them. No other i dentification code appeared on the question-
naire. 
The que stionnaires wer e than mailed to the selected organizations 
in the Richmond Metropolitan area, addressed to the manager of data processing. 
Each questionna;i.re had a cover l etter (a copy of this letter may be seen in 
Appendix B) signed by Nr . David P. Jones and this investigator. A self-
addressed, stamped envelope also accompanied the que stionnaire. The 
questionnaire was mailed on Hay 1, 1966 . 
Follow- Up Procedure 
On Monday, May 16, 1966 , a follow-up letter (a copy of this l etter 
may be seen in Appendix D) was mailed to all the selected organizations. 
Another copy of the que stionnaire did not accompaJiy this letter. The 
, follow-up le tter was de siened fir s t, to t hank the s elected organizations 
that responded during the first two weeks, and second, to encoura~e those 
organizations that had not responded to complete t~ que stionna ire someti me 
during the ensuing week, On Wednescay , VJa.y 25, 1966, a telephone call was 
placed to those organizations tha t still had failed to reply. 
Since it was as sumed that another t elephone call would be of little 
value, no other follow-up proceoure was used . 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRF~ATION OF DATA 
Introduction 
Fifty-five questionnaires were sent to the selected organizations 
in the Richmond Metropolitan area. Of the total mailed, 44 (a list of 
respondents may be seen in Appendix A) were returned before the cu-troff 
date of June 3, 1966. This represented a return of 80 percent. Four of 
the questionnaires were returned unanswered. This meant that 40 of the 
44 returned were usable. That number represented 73 percent of the 
questionnaires mailed. Thirty-five organizations answered Section II, 
a 64 percent response, while 40 organizations answered Sections I and IV. 
Several questions in the questionnaire could be answered by checking 
more than one category. Therefore, the response indicated in certain 
tables in this chapter, did not total to the 35 organizations completing 
Section II of the questionnaire. The response in other tables in this 
chapter did not total to the 40 organizations completing Sections I and IV 
of the questionnaire. 
The data presented in this chapter represents the information 
furnished by the 40 organizations answering Sections I and IV of the 
questionnaire, and 35 of these 40 organizations that completed Section II 
of the questionnaire. 
~ .Qf Organizations 
The organizations that completed and returned the questionnaire were 
classified into ten different groups. Vianufacturing organizations and banks 
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consUtuted the l argest number of respondents (Table 1). M.-1."lufac-i:.uring , 
banking, insurance, and wholesale organizations accmmted for 72.5 percent 
of the returned questionna ires. Governn8nt, s ervice, and retail org,-mizations 
accolmted for 20 perce,1t. Education, transportation, and utility organi-
zations accou.'1ted for seven and one-half percent. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBE;{ Arm PERC.tNT OF THE TYP~ OF ORGANIZATIONS 
r1£Pri.J<;St~!T ED rn 'l'HB S'i'UDY 
Type of Orga..11izations Number of Percent of 
Organizations Organizations 
Manufacturing 12 30.0 
Banking 7 17.5 
L-risura.nce 6 15.0 
Wholesale 4 10.0 
Government 3 7.5 
Service 3 7.5 
Retail 2 5.0 
Education 1 2.5 
Transportation l 2.5 
Utility 1 2 .5-
Total 40 100.0 
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Total Number of Employees 
The organizations varied in size from those that employed less 
than 50 to those that employed in excess of 1,000 (Table 2). Thirty per-
cent of the organizations employed more tha., 1,000 persons, while 30 
percent employed less than 150 employees. Fifty percent of the respon-
dents employed less than 500_persons. Ten percent of the organizations 
employed between 501 and 750 persons. 
TABLE 2 
TOTAL NU11BER OF EMPLOYEES IN THE ORGANIZATIONS 
Number of Number of Percent of 
Employees Organizations Organizations 
Less than 50 4 10.0 
50 - 150 8 20.0 
151 - 250 1 2.5 
251 - 500 7 17.5 
501 - 750 4 10.0 
751 - 1,000 4 10.0 
More than 1,000 11 ,30.0 
Total 40 100.0 
Number .Qf ~ Process i ng Employees 
The data processing installations varied in size from those that 
employed less than ten to those t hat employed in excess of 100 (Table 3). 
Approximately 32 percent of the organizations had less than ten data 
processing persons. Approximately seven percent of the surveyed installations 
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employed more than 100 individuals, and approximately 62 percent had less 
than 25 persons working in data proces sing. Approximately 27 percent of 
the organizations had between 26 and 75 persons in data processi:lg. 
TABLE .3 
NUMBER OF DAT A PROCESSING EMPLOYEES 
REP;{ESENTJ,.J) IN THE STUDY 
Number of Number of Percent of 
Employees Organizations Organizations 
Less than 10 13 .32.5 
10 - 25 12 .30.0 
26 - 50 5 12.5 
51 - 75 6 15.0 
76 - 100 1 2.5 
More than 100 
--2 ...L:i 
Total 40 100.0 
Qualifications, Selection,~ Training 
of~ Processing Employees 
The organizations participating in this study were asked questions 
related to qualifications, selection, and training of data processing 
employees. The answers are given in the following paragraphs. 
Previous~ Experience Required 
The organizations were asked if' they preferred to hire programming 
personnel with some previous experience. Approximately 91 percent answered 
this question affirmatively. Two organizations answered this question 
negatively and one organization did not answer the question. 
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Eleven of the respondents indicated they required at least one year 
of experience (Table 4). Approximately 34 percent of the organizations 
required at least two years of experience. Between one year and two years 
of experience was required by six organizations. Two respondents indicated 
they required between two and four years of experience • . Three organizations 
failed to answer this questfon. 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER OF YE.~!lS OF PREVIOUS 
EXPERIENCE REQU IRED OF PROGR.AMl·;];RS 
Years 
1 year 
2 years 
1 - 2 years 
1 - 3 years 
2 ... 4 years 
No a.'lswer 
Total 
Number of 
Organizations 
11 
12 
6 
1 
2 
-2 
35 
Percent of 
Organizations 
31.43 
34.28 
17.U 
2.86 
5.72 
~ 
100.00 
Approximately 54 percent of the persons who responded to Section II 
of the questionnaire said they preferred programmers between 23 and 27 
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years of age. Twelve respondents prererred programmers between 28 and 32 
years of age. One organization preferred programmers between 33 and 37 
years of age. Only one organization stated that they preferred progrannners 
between the ages of 18 and 22. Programmers over 37 years of age were not 
preferred by any of the respondents (Table 5). 
TABLE 5 
AGE RANGE PREFERRED FOR PROGRAY.11EH.S 
Age Range Number of Percent of 
Organizations Organizations 
18 - 22 1 2.36 
23 27 19 54.28 
28 - 32 12 34.29 
33 - 37 1 2.86 
Over 37 0 
No Preference 
...1 ~ 
Total 35 100.00 
Education Level Required 
Table 6 shows the level of education the organizations required 
of programming personnel. The majority of the organizations required 
that a programmer be only a high school graduate. Approximately 34 percent 
of the respondents preferred the programmer to be a college graduate. 
Two organizations preferred business school graduates ~done organization 
had no requirement. 
Education Level 
High School 
College 
Business School 
No Prerequisite 
Total 
TABlli 6 
1.EV~L OF EDuCWION 1-U~QUIRED 
OF ?1WGR/lJ,J-iE1'iS 
Num'Jer of 
0-.:-ganizations 
20 
12 
2 
35 
Locating Data Process:ij}g EmDlo-vee~ 
Percent of 
Organizations 
57.14 
34.29 
5.71 
100.00 
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The nine different types of media found to be of value in locating 
personnel to work in the field of electronic data processing, are listed 
in Table 7. Employment agencies and personal applications were the leadfag 
sources reported. Thirty-five percent of the organizatio,1s used advertise-
ments. Electronic data processing LJ&"ufacturers, personal contacts, and 
special electronic data processing schools were used by 17 organizations. 
Two organizations promoted from within th1; organization. Tl:1; st·J.te employ-
ment agency w~s used less than any other source for obtaining personnel. 
TABLE 7 
SOURCES USED IN LOCATING DATA 
PROCESSING PERSONNEL 
Source 
Employment Agencies 
Personal Applications 
Advertisements 
Data Processing Equipment 
Personal Contacts 
Number of 
Organizations . 
27 
15 
14 
Manufacturers 7 
5 
Special Data Processing Schools 5 
Promote From Within 2 
State Employment Agency 1 
Personnel Requirements 
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Percent of 
Organizations 
67.5 
37.5 
35.0 
17,.5 
12.5 
12.5 
5.0 
2.5 
Approximately 57 percent of the respondents had experienced diffi-
culty in filling programming positions. Approximately 27 percent of the 
respondents had not experienced difficulty in filling programming positions. 
Six organizations did not answer this question. 
Only 15 percent of the organizations felt their needs for programmers 
were being met by the present college curricula. Sixty percent of the 
organizations indicated their needs for programmers were not being met by 
the present college curricula. Ten organizations did not answer this 
question. 
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Approximately 62 percent of the installations have no established 
educational training program to prepare personnel for work in the electronic 
data processing departments. Approxiwztely 37 percent of the installations 
have an established educational training program to prepare personnel for 
work in the electronic data processing departments. 
Testing Devices 
The IBM Programmers Aptitude Test and the Wonderlic Test were the 
ti.:o tests used most often in selecting programmers. Table 8 shows that 
26 organizations were using the IBM Programmers Aptitude Test. Ten 
organizations were using specifically designed company tests. An a.rithraetic 
TABLE 8 
TESTING DEVICES USED IN SELECTING PROGRAMMERS 
Testing Device Number of Percent of 
Organizations Organizations 
IBM Programmers Aptitude Test 26 74.36 
Wonderlic Test 17 48.62 
Company Tests 10 28.57 
Arithmetic Test 7 20.00 
NCR Pat Test 2 5.71 
Federal Entrance Exam 1 2.86 
Kuder Preference Test 1 2.86 
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test was used by seven organizations. Two organizations used the NCR Pat 
Test. Only one organization stated it was using the Kuder Preference Test 
and one organization was using the Federal Entrance Exam. ¥,any organizations 
used more than one test. 
Methods Qf Training 
On-the-job training and manufacturers' schools were used more often 
than any other methods of training data processing personnel. Seventy 
percent of the organizations used on-the-job training and approximately 
67 percent used manufacturers' schools. Seven of the respondents pre-
ferred technical schools for training. Ten percent of the organizations 
used company educational programs. Certain organizations used more than 
one method for training data processing personnel (Table 9). 
TABLE 9 
METHODS PREFERRED FOR TRAINING 
DATA PROCESSING PERSONNEL 
Method Number of 
Organizations 
On-the-job training 28 
Manufacturers' schools 27 
Technical school 7 
Company educational program 4 
Percent of 
Organizations 
70.0 
67.5 
17.5 
10.0 
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Employability of Two-Year Graduates 
Seventy-five percent of the respondents indicated that they would 
hire a graduate of a two-year program in electronic data processing. How-
ever, two of these organizations stated that a graduate of such a program 
would be hired only as a trainee. Six organizations indicated they would 
not hire graduates of a two-year program. This represented 15 percent. 
Four organizations did not answer this question (Table 10). 
TABLE 10 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ORGANIZATIONS INDICATING '!lli.Y WOULD EMPLOY 
GRADUATES OF A 'IWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
Response Number of Percent of 
Organizations Organizations 
Would employ 30 75 
Would not employ 6 15 
No answer 
....k .J.Q 
Total 40 100 
Job Duties of Programmers 
The study was designed to find out the job duties required of 
programmers in the Richmond Metropolitan area. It should be mentioned 
that there are different methods of determining the relative importance 
of each job duty. 1\ro different methods were used in this study. The 
first method was ~etermine how many of the surveyed organizations had 
'1' \ 
their progrrumners performing each of the 15 different job duties. The 
second method was to determine how frequent each of the -15 job duties were 
performed. 
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All of the organizations responding to Section II of the questionnaire 
indicated that their programmers performed the job duty of debugging programs. 
Conferring with the personnel requesting the problem solution, defining the 
problem, flow charting, and testing programs on the computer were four job 
duties performed by the programmers of all but one of the .answering organi-
zations. Thirty-three of the organizations stated that their programmers 
attended educational classes. Three organizations stated that their pro-
grammers did not perform the job duties of block diagramming, making changes 
to existing programs, preparing sample data, and translating block diagrams 
into coded machine language (coding). Designing report forms, making changes 
to existing report formats, and preparing instruction sheets for console 
operators were three job duties performed by programmers of 88.57 per-
cent of the organizations. Assisting console operators in production runs 
of new programs was a job duty performed by programmers in 30 organizations. 
Twenty-one or 60.01 percent of the organizations stated that their programmers 
received the problem from the systems analyst. A complete list of the job 
duties and the number of organizations in which programmers perform these 
job duties may be seen in Table 11. 
The frequencies of the various job duties were weighted as follows: 
Fr~uenci Weight 
Daily 6 
Several times a week 5 
Average of once a week 4 
Several times a month 3 
Occasionally 2 
Not at all 1 
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TABLE 11 
NU}IBER AND PERCENT OF SELECTED ORGANIZATIONS IN WHICH 15 
JOB Dl.JTIES w'ERE PER.FORMED BY PROGRA1'iMERS 
Job Duty 
Debugs the Program 
Confers with the Personnel Re-
questing the Problem Solution 
Defines the Problem 
Flow Charting 
Tests Program on the Computer 
Attends Educational Classes 
Block Diagramming 
~~es Changes to Existing Programs 
Prepares Sample Data 
Translates Block Diagram into 
Coded Machine Language (coding) 
Designs Report Forms 
Makes Changes to Existing 
Report Formats 
Prepares Instruction Sheets For 
Console Operator 
Assists Console Operator in 
Production Runs of New Programs 
Receives the Problem from the 
Systems Analyst 
Number of Percent of 
Organizations in Organizat ions 
Which Programme~s Responding 
Perform Job Duties 
35 100.00 
34 97.14 
34 97.14 
34 97.14 
34 97.14 
.33 94. 29 
32 91.43 
32 91.4.3 
32 91.4.3 
32 91.4.3 
.31 88.57 
.31 88.57 
.31 88.57 
30 85.71 
21 60.01 
For example, the job duty of block diagra.rmning was weighted as follows: 
Frequency Respondents 
Daily 8 
Several times a week 10 
Average of once a·week 3 
Several times a month 
Occasionally 
Not at all 
Total 
6 
5 
.i 
35 
Weight 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
...L 
Total 
48 
50 
12 
18 
10 
_.1_ 
141 
All 15 job duties were weighted in this manner. Table 12 shows the 15 
weighted job duties. 
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The most frequently performed job duty was debugging programs. Testing 
programs on the computer, translating block diagrams into coded machine 
language (coding), block diagramming, flow charting, and making changes to 
existing programs were the next most frequently performed job duties. Pre-
paring sample data, preparing instruction sheets for console operators, 
conferring with personnel requesting the problem solution, and defining 
the problem were the next most frequently performed job dut ies. Assisting 
the console operator in production runs of new programs, making changes to 
existing report forma t s, and designing report forms were the next most fre-
quently performed job duties. Receiving the problem from the systems analyst 
and attending educational classes were the two job duties performed least 
frequently. The nWlber and percent of the respondents who reported the 
frequency of each job duty may be seen in Appendix E. 
1,/;i.IGl·IT:sD TOT.\L OF 1 5 JOB Durr;;;s 
PEJ{l7:JJ.J-1ED BY P~~OGJ.AI ·1l:1S 
30 
·--------- -------··-·-
Job Duty Wei;_;!'1ted 
Total 
Debugs the Program 153 
Tests Program on the Computer 1 53 
Translates Blo clc Dbgran i nto Coded Machine Language lL,9 
Block Dia::,-raI:-;r::ing 141 
Flow Char·tin6 137 
l:aJ.ces Changes to E:dsting Programs 133 
Prepares Sar:J?le Data 128 
Prepares Instruction s:1e c ts for Console Operators 125 
Confers with Personnel Requesting the Problem Solution 124 
Defines the Problem 123 
Assists Console Operator in Procl.uction Runs of Neu Progr~..m.s 113 
Hakes Changes to Exist i ng Report Formats 104 
Desi gns Report Forms 100 
Receives the Probl em from the Systems P-~al yst 82 
Attends Educ'.ltional Classes 72 
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.:IQ£ Titles 
The job title of programmer was being used by 60.02 percent of the 
respondents. Three organizations used the job title of progra.'lllller analyst. 
Chief programmer was the job title used by two respondents. Computer pro-
grammer was also used by two respondents. Juni or programmer and senior 
programmer were job title used by 11.42 percent of the organizations. 
Two organizations used the job title systems analyst/programmer. All of 
the organizations used some variation of the word programmer in the job 
title (Table 13). 
TABLE 13 
JOB TITLES OF PERSONS PERFORJHNG THE 
DUTIES OF PROGRAMMERS IN THE 
SELECTED ORGANIZATIONS 
Job Title Number of 
Organizations 
Programmer 21 
Programmer Analyst 3 
Chief Programmer 2 
Computer Programmer 2 
Junior Programmer 2 
Senior Programmer 2 
Systems Analyst/Programmer 2 
Staff Assistant Programmer _L 
Total 35 
Percent of 
Organizations 
60.02 
8.57 
5.71 
5.71 
5.71 
5.71 
5.71 
2.86 
100.0 
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Solutions to Scientific and Business~~ 
Table 14 reveals that 85.72 percent of the programmers are not con-
fronted with developing solutions to scientific problems. Three organi-
zations indicated that their programmers developed solutions to scientific 
problems. Two organizations did not provide a response. ApproxL'118.tely 
91 percent of the organizations stated that their programmers developed 
solutions to business problems. Three organizations indicated that their 
programmers did not develop solutions to business problems. 
Response 
Performed 
TABLE 14 
NUMBER AND PERC EN T OF ORGAN IZATIONS INDICATING THAT 
THEIR PROGR.AJ'lil:'.ERS DEVELOPED SOLUTIONS 
TO SCIENTIFIC AND BUSINESS PROBLEI<S 
Number of Percent of Number of 
Organizations Organizations Organizations 
With Program- With Program-
rners Solving mers Solving 
Scientific Business 
Problems Problems 
3 8.57 32 
Not Performed 30 85.72 3 
No Answer ~ ~ 
Total 35 100.00 35 
Percent of 
Organizations 
91.43 
8.57 
100.00 
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Computer Lang11ages ~ fu:: Programmers 
Tt~enty of the organizations had their programmers writing programs 
in the Autocoder computer language. This represented 57.14 percent of the 
respondents. Thirteen of the respondents used COBOL and another 13 used 
RPG. Ten organizations used the SPS programming language. Five organi-
zations had programmers writing in the Fortran language. Only one 
organization used Neat and only one organization used Easy Coder. Certain 
respondents used more than one computer language (Table 15). 
TABLE 15 
COMPUTER LANGUAGES USED IN WRITING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Computer Language Number of 
Organizations 
Auto coder 20 
COBOL 13 
RPG 13 
SPS 10 
Fortran 5 
Neat 1 
Easy Coder 1 
Percent of 
Organizations 
57.14 
37.14 
37.14 
28.57 
14.29 
2.86 
2.86 
.34 
Supervision of Data Processini! Personnel :l?.:l Prof{rammer~ 
Three organizations, or approximately nine percent, stated that 
supervision of data processing personnel was required of the programmers. 
Approximately 89 percent of the organizations said that their programmers 
did no supervising of data processing personnel. One organization did not 
provide a response (Table 16). 
TABLE 16 
NU}!BER AND PERCENT OF ORGANIZATIONS IN vfAICH PROGRA}JIBRS 
SUPERVISED OR DID NOT SUPERVISE OTHERS 
Response 
Programmers Supervised Others 
Programmers Did Not Supervise Others 
No Answer 
Total 
Number of 
Organizations 
3 
31 
35 
Percent of 
Organizations 
8.57 
88.57 
100.00 
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The majority of questions relating to data processing equipment 
were located in Section IV of the questionnaire. The questions were 
designed to determine information about computers and unit record equip-
ment. The information is provided in the following paragraphs. 
Com-outers in Use 
There were 38 conputers being used by 31 organizations. A]proxi-
mately 76 percent of these computers were manufactured by Inte1·national 
Business l-1achines Corporation. Of the 29 I3M computers being used, 16 
were IBH 1401 computers. There were five ll1JIVAC 1004 computers a.11.d one 
NCR 315 computer being used in the selected organizations. One organi-
zation used a Honeywell 200 computer and one organization used a Honey-
well 400 computer (Table 17). 
Comnute-cs Q!:! Order 
Sixty-five percent of the organizations indicated that they had 
new computers on order. Fourteen organizations indicated that they did 
not have new computers on order. The 26 organizations (65 :9ercent) with 
new co:.nputers on order had a total of 32 compute·cs ordered. Thirt;y-one 
of these were manufactured by International Business Hachines Corporation. 
Of these 31, there were 29 IBE 360 co!'r!:mters on ore.er. One organization 
had a NCR 315 on order. Table 18 shows the manufacturers and model 
numbers of the new com,:mters on order. 
Unit Record Eguiument in Use 
The different types of unit record equipment that uere in use in 
the selected organization:;; are shown in Table 19. The key punch and 
Computer 
Manufacturer 
IBM 
IBH 
UNIVAC 
IBM 
IBM 
AVCO 
HO:NEYWBLL 
HOUBY11ELL 
IBM 
IBH 
NCR 
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TABLE 17 
N1JI.IBLJ{ OF CQ;,!PUTLKS I N USE IN 'l'l{.E; 
~BLEC'l'li:lJ ORGANIZATIONS 
Computer Nodel 
Number 
1401 
1410 
1004 
l.440 
1620 
PCS 
200 
400 
1460 
7074 
315 
Total 
Number of Computers 
' Reported 
16 
5 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
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TABLE 18 
NUl!BbR OF N1'W COMPUTiRS 
O@lillH) BY 1'llli SElliGT!sD OllGi\.l'iD:A.TIONS 
Computer Number of 
Computers 
IBM 360 (No Model Number) 12 
IBM 360, Model 20 7 
IBM 360, !/;odel 30 6 
IBH 360, Eodel 40 2 
IBH 360, Model 50 2 
IBM 1401 2 
NCR 315 1 
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sorter were being used by all the organizations completing the question-
naire. Approximately 93 percent of the organizations had reproducers 
and 90 percent had collators. Seventy percent of the respondents had 
verifiHs and approximately 63 percent had accounting machines. Ten 
organizations had interpreters. Five percent of the organizations had 
card to tape and data transmitters. The organizations were not asked 
the manufacturer of the unit record equipment because it was assumed 
that the International Business Machines Corporation was the only manu-
facturer of unit record equipment in use in the Richmond Metropolitan 
area. 
~ Eauipment .!k£ ~ ill Use 
Appro::dmately 28 percent of the organizations had been using their 
data processing equip~ent less than five years. Twenty-five percent of 
TABLE 19 
TYPES OF UNIT !lliCORD EQUIP!1iL!liT IN USE IN THE 
SL1ECT1D OR.G ftl\J EATIONS 
Unit Record 
Equipment 
Key Punch 
Sorter 
Reproducer 
Collator 
Verifier 
Accounting Machine 
Interpreter 
Tape to Card Punch 
Card to Tape 
Data Transmitter 
Number of Percent of 
Organizations Organizations 
40 100.co 
40 100.co 
37 92.50 
36 90.00 
28 70.00 
25 62.50 
10 25.00 
3 7.50 
2 5.00 
2 5.00 
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the organizations repor t ed using equipment between six and ten years. 
Twenty percent indicated the use of equipment between 11 and 15 years. 
Nine organizations had been using equipment between 16 and 25 years. 
Only five percent reported using equipment more than 25 years. Complete 
figures are shown in Table 20. 
TABLE 20 
LENGTH OF TH:t; DATA PJ.OCESSING 
:rq,u r arr.:NT HAD BI:EN USED BY THE SELECTED O~G.\.1i!I ZATI0i'!S 
Years Number of ?ercent of 
Organizations Organizations 
1 - 5 11 27 . 5 
, 10 10 25.0 0 -
11 - 15 8 20 .0 
16. - 20 5 12. 5 
21 - 25 4 10,0 
26 - 30 ~ ~ 
Total 40 100,0 
Operat ing Shifts 
Table 21 shows the number of eight-hour shifts that the organi-
zations ope-i:·ated t heir data processi ng equipment , A::iproxirnately 53 
per cent of the re spondents operated on the basis of one eight-hour 
shift per day. Five organizations operated their equipment two eight-
hour shifts per day , Thirty percent of the installations ran their 
equipment 24 hours a day. One orbani zation o_?er a ted on ·che basis of 
a 12 hour day while one other organization operated on the basis of a 
20 hour day. No organization reported operating l ess than one ei ght-
hour shift. 
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TABLE 21 
D~UIPl-JmT UTILIZATION BASED OlJ THE 
NUJ'1:B2:l OF ZIGHT- HOUR SHIF'i'S 
Eight-Hour Number of 
Shifts Per Day Orga.11.i za tions 
One 21 
Two 5 
Three 12 
One and a Half 1 
Two and a Half 
...1 
Total 40 
E;Juipment Aoplications 
4D 
Percent of 
Organizations 
52.5 
12.5 
30.0 
2.5 
2-t.2 
100.0 
The electronic data processing equipment applications of the 
organizations participating in the study were categorized into three 
areas. Specific details are shown in Table 22. A~proximately 68 per-
cent of the organizations used their equipment only for business appli-
cations. Ten organizations (25 percent) used their equipment for both 
business and research. Three organizations used their equipment only 
for government applications. 
Eauiument Rental and Ownership 
The :majority of the organizations reported that they rented their 
data processing equipment. Thirty-two, or 80 percent, _of the installations 
rented equipment. Detailed enumeration can be seen in Table 23. 
TABLE 22 
EQ.U I P1'!::NT UTILIZi~TIO;J BAS,.W ON 
TYPES OF AP?LICATIONS 
41 
.Application Number of 
Organizations 
Percent of 
Organizations 
Business only 
Both Business and Research 
Goverrunent only 
Total 
27 
10 
..l. 
40 
67 . 5 
25.0 
100.0 
Approximately 13 percent of -~he organizations rented and owned equip-
ment. Ap?roximately seven percent of the org311izations owned their 
equipment. 
Equipment 
Basis 
Rent 
Rent and O,m 
Oi.m 
Total 
TABLE 23 
EQ\J I ?1£NT :-i.:s:rTAL .1rnD O\}})]:RSHIP 
IN THE S:2:LEGTED ORGANIZATIONS 
lh.1J:lber of 
Organizations 
32 
5 
--2 
40 
Percent of 
Organizat ions 
80.0 
12.5 
..2:..2. 
100 .0 
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The titles of the inc'.ivich.ials co,npl eting the que s tionnaires a:-e 
listed in Table 2/+ • Twenty- eight of the rcspo:1dents had the title of 
Data Processing 1'1mager, while tuo had 'c.he title of Office 1:an.ager . Two 
other respondents used the title Supervisor of Unit Record EquipI:1ent . 
Assistant Vice- President , Auditor, Branch Manager , and Controller were 
four titl e s used by ·four different respono.ents . ProgralllI'.1.er lianager , 
Sta.ff Supervisor , Systems Analyst Manager, and Tre r,surer were four other 
ti t l es u sed by four different respondents . 
TABLE 24 
D-JDIC:','I'ZD TlTL:2S OF THE Q\JESTIOifriU ?j~ cl.E.S?OiT"1n.::wrs 
Title 
Data Processing };'a:..'l.ager 
Offi ce 1-mi.ae;er 
Supervisor of Uni t Record Equipment 
Assistant Vice- Pr esident 
Auditor 
Branch l-18.11ager 
Controller 
Programmer lMage r 
Staff Supervi sor 
Systems Analyst Nanaeer 
Treasurer 
Total 
lh.unber of 
Organizations 
28 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
40 
Percent of 
Organizations 
70 . 0 
5. 0 
5. 0 
2. 5 
2 . 5 
2. 5 
2. 5 
2. 5 
2 . 5 
2. 5 
__?_.j 
100 . 0 
CHAPTER TI! 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Restatement .Qf Problem and Procedure 
This study was conducted primarily to determine the specific job 
duties and qualifications of a prograror.ier in selected organizations in the 
Richmond Metropolitan area. It was hoped that results would offer some 
criteria for establishing a future data processing curriculum and data 
processing courses at the Richmond Professional Institute. 
Five specific steps were followed in this study. First, a question-
naire was formulated that would provide the required data. Second, interviews 
were conducted with data processing personnel to revise the questionnaire. 
Third, the questionnaire was mailed to 55 selected organizations in the 
Richmond Metropolitan area. A cover letter and self-addressed, stamped 
envelope also accompanied the questionnaire. Fourth, the information from 
the completed questionnaires was interpreted and presented in tables. Fifth, 
the findings of this study were presented and implications were suggested 
that might be helpful to the Richmond Professional Institute in establishing 
a data processing curriculum and data processing courses. 
Findings 
The study was designed to determine the job duties and qualifications 
of programmers in the Richmond l{etropoli tan area. The findings provide 
answers to the sub-problems in chapter I. However, the_ findings are not 
in the identical sequence of the sub-problems. 
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~ of Or~anizations 
Ten different types of' organizations were represented in this study. 
A majority of the organizations were cla.ssified as manufacturing, banking , 
and insurance . These three types of organizations accounted f or 62.5 percent 
of the respondents. Twelve manufacturing organizations were incluc:.ed in the 
study. Twelve of the organizations em,Jloyed more than 1,000 employees. This 
represented 30 percent of the organizations . Twelve organizations employed 
less than 150 employees. This represented 30 percent of the organizations. 
Computers in Dse 
Twenty-nine of the 38 computers being used by the respondents were 
manui'actured by International Business Ea.chines Corporation. Sixteen of 
these 29 uere 1401 computers. This indicates that computers manui'actured 
by International Business Ha.chines Corporation were predominate in the 
selected orgmizations i n the Ric)-.mond 1-'.et-ropoli tan area. The IBM 1401 
computer accounted for approximately 52 percent of the cornpute-c· s cm··i'.'ently 
i_11 use. Five of the computers we·~e manufactured by UNIVAC, and two were 
produced by Honeywell. 
Compute1'.'s ~ Order 
Hore than half of r.,he organizations (65 percent) had new com:;mr.,ers 
on order. The most predominant com._::mter being ordered was the IB2-1 360 
computer. Of the new conputers on order, 90.3 percent were various models 
oi' the new 360 manufactm·ed by International Busi,1ess Machines Corporation. 
There were five different models of the IBH 360 coL1puter being ordered. 
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Hours Eguioment Is in Use 
Almost one third (30 percent) of the organizations operated their 
equipment 24 hours each day. However, appro:rimately 52 percent of the 
organizations used their equipment only one eight hout' shift per day. It 
was interesting to note that no organization indicated that they operated 
theit' equipment less than one eight hour shift per day. 
Eguipment ut;lization 
The key punch and the sorter were the only two types of unit record 
equipment in use in all the selected organizations. Twenty-one (52.5 percent) 
of the org'1.11izations had been using theiI· data processing equipment less 
than 10 years •. Approximately 68 percent of the organizations wec"e using 
their equipment for business applications only. Twenty-five percent of the 
organizations used their equipment for both business and research applications. 
Eighty percent of the selected organizations rented their data processing 
equipment. 
Number of Data Processing Employees 
The number of persons employed in the data processing installations 
varied in size from those that employed less than ten to those that employed 
in excess of 100. Thirty of the organizations employed less tha.;'1 50 people 
in their data processing installations. This represented 75 percent of the 
org~izations. 
Appro~dmately 68 percent of the respondents used employment agencies 
to locate data processing personnel. Fifteen of the selected organizations 
used personal applications while fourteen organizations used advertisements 
in locating pet'sonnel. 
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The organizations .1ere not asked specifically about the outlook for 
future employment in their data processing installations. However, approxi-
mately 57 percent of the respondents indicated they were experiencing a 
difficulty in fulfilling their requirements for programmers. 
Educational Procrram f or Data Processing Personnel 
}iany of the organizations had no established educational program 
for training personnel for work in the electronic data processing depart-
ment. On-the-job training and electronic data processing manufacturers' 
schools were the two most used means of training data processing personnel. 
Testing Devices for~ Processing Personnel 
There was no uniform testing procedure for selecting data processing 
programming personnel being used by the surveyed organizations. The IBM 
Programmers Aptitude Test was the most predominantly noted test. Twenty-six 
of the 40 organizations mentioned this test was being used for the selection 
of programmers. Seventeen of the respondents were administering the Wonder-
lie Test. 
Several of the organizations required the use of more than one test 
in the selection of programmers. 
Job 1'.illi of Programmers 
All of the organizations indicated that the word progra..i1Il1er appears 
somewhere in the job title of the person performing the job duties listed 
in this study. The job title of programmer was used by sixty percent of 
the organizations. Three organizations used the title programmer analyst. 
This job was referred to as computer programrier by only two organizations. 
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~ Duties of Programmers 
All of the organizations indicated that their programmers performed 
the job duty or debugging programs. Of the 15 job duties performed by 
programmers, this was the only one performed by programmers of all the 
selected organizations. Conferring with the personnel requesting the 
problem solution, defining the problem, flow charting, and testing pro-
grams on the computer were job duties performed by prograr!lL'lers in 34 
organizations. Approximately 94 percent of the organizations indicated 
that their programmers attended educational classes. Block diagramming, 
making changes to existing programs, preparing sample data, and coding were 
job duties performed by programmers in 33 organizations. Only 21 organi-
zations indicated that their programmers received the problem from the 
systems analyst. 
The job duty most frequently performed by programmers was debugging 
the program. Testing programs on the computer, coding, block diagramuing, 
flow charting, and making changes to existing programs were the nex'G most 
frequently performed job duties by programmers. Designing report forms, 
receiving the problem from the systems analyst, and attending educational 
classes were the three job duties performed the least by programmers. 
Approximately 91 percent of the selected organizations indicated 
that their programmers solved business problems. The Autocoder computer 
language was used by the progrrunners in 20 of the organizations. Thirteen 
of the organizations used COBOL and RPG while approximately 29 percent of 
the organizations had their programmers using SPS to write computer programs. 
Thirty-one organizations indicated that their programmers did not supervise 
other data processing personnel. 
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Age Range of Pro!'L'ai""l11er s 
More than one-half of the organizations (54. 27 percent) preferred 
programmers between 23 and 27 years of age. The age range from 18 to 22 
was the least indicated age preferred for programmers in the Richmond Metro-
politan area. Approximately 34 percent of the org,mizations preferred 
programmers ranging in age from 28 to 32. 
~ Experience of Prograimners 
A majority of the organizations indicated they preferred to hire 
programmers with some previous experience. Approximately 65 percent of 
the organizations indicated they required either one or two years of 
experience. Twelve of the respondents indicated they required at least 
two years of experience. 
Educational Requirements Qf Pror;ramners 
A majority of the organizations (57.11+ percent) stated that a high 
school education was the ne cessary minimum for programmers. Approximately 
34 percent of the organizations desired a college graduate to fill their 
programming jobs. Only one organization had no requirement. 
Emoloy"lbilit:y of Graduates of.£: Two-Year Program 
The outlook for graduates 01" a two-year program in electronic data 
processing is ostensibly encouraging. A majority of the organizations 
indicated that they would hire graduates of such a program. However, 
several of the organizations stated that graduates of such a program would 
be hired as data processing trainees. 
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Fifty-seven percent of the organizations had experienced difficulty 
in filling openings for programmers. Sixty percent of the respondents felt 
that present college curricula were not meeting their needs for programmers. 
Titles of Questionnaire Respondents 
Twenty-eight of t he respondents had the title of Data Processing 
Manager. Office Manager was a title used by two respondents and two other 
respondents had the title of Supervisor of Unit Record equipment. 
I mnlications for the Richmond Professional Institute 
The findings of this study suggest several implications for the 
Richmond Profession'.l.l Institute. The implications are: 
1. Since 57.5 percent of the organizations participating in this 
study indicated they were having difficulty filling openings in their data 
processing installations, the Richmond Professional Institute should consider 
establishing a program to prepare persons for work in electronic data 
processing. 
2. There should be emphasis placed on business applications as 
related to electronic data processing, since the study indicated that a 
majority of the programmers developed solutions to business problems while 
few were solving scientific problems. 
3. In order to prepare students for work in the Richmond Metropolitan 
area data processing installations, as programmers, the two-year curriculum 
should stress the following job duties: 
a. debugging programs 
b. testing programs on the computer 
c. translating block diagrams into coded ma.chine language (coding) 
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d. block diagramming 
e. flow charting 
f. "1riting Autocoder and COBOL computer language 
4. Many of the organizations indicated that on-the-job training 
was a prime means of training personnel for work in the electronic data 
processing department. Therefore, the Richr:iond Professional Institute 
should consider placing students for summer and part-time employment with 
these organizations. Such placements would provide students with work 
experience in the field of electronic data processing and at the same time 
help the selected organizations find outside employees. 
Needed Resea rch 
It has been established that the selected organizations in the 
Richmond Metropolitan area would hire a graduate of a two-year data pro-
cessing curriculum. With this in mind, an inve~tigator could contact the 
surveyed organizations. He could ascertain the approximate programmer 
salary that students successfully completing a two-year data processing 
curriculum could be expected to receive upon initial employment. 
A study could be conducted to determine whether the Richmond Pro-
fessional Institute could serve the Richmond Metropolitan area by establishing 
data processing training program outlines for the individual organizations. 
Approximately 62 percent of the organizations have no established educational 
\ 
training program to prepare personnel for work in the electronic data pro-
cessing departments. 
An analysis of each job duty could offer a future area for research. 
Individual job duties could be isolated and then broken ,down into the 
functions and components that comprise each duty. Statistical analysis 
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of the functions and components of each job duty performed by prograr:nners 
could provide data for curriculwn development at the Richmond Professional 
Institute. 
An analogous study could be conducted to determine the job du~ies 
and qualifications of systems analyst in the Richmond Metropolitan area. 
This is an area closely associated with the prograrmn:ing field. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTION;·Ji\IRE RESPOHDEi<TS 
Al bemarle Paper Co8pany 
330 South 4th St·ceet 
6U+- SOG1 
Al lied Chemical Cor porati on 
Industr i al Street 
458- 7811 
Automated Com!)U'~er Ser vi ces 
Grace Street 
643- 5315 
C. and P . Telephone Co~pany 
703 East Grace Street 
61,8- 91 21 
The Centr a l National Bank 
219 East Broad Street 
61)+- 6011 
County of Henrico 
21st and Hai n Street 
61,9- 1461 
Defense General Supply Center 
Bellwood , Peetersburg Pike 
275- 3861 
E . I. Dupont de 1':emours 
A.mpthill, PeteT·sburg Pi ke 
275- 8311 
Federal Reserve Bank 
9th and Franklir1 Street 
643-7773 
Fi rst and 1-ierchants national Bank 
827 East l,Iain Street 
6!+9- 2311 
First Hor t-E_;age Corporati on 
1512 ':Hllowlaim Drive 
282- 9741 
E. I. Dupont de lJ emour s , Fi lm Dept . 
Ar,,pthill , Petersbur g Pike 
275- 8311 
Larus and Brothers Corn.pany 
22nd and Co:cy Street 
61,.3- 3511 
Do.vic.1. E. Lea and Cor,,pany 
Hopkins Road 
233- f::JOl 
Life Insurance Company of Va . 
91/, Ca:s)it3.l Street 
6//:- 8561 
l:::i.ller and Rhoads , Inc . 
517 East Broad Street 
648- 3111 
R. F . and P . Railr oad 
Broac Street S t ~tion 
355-3211 
Riclmond Food Stor es, Inc . 
2901 H8rn.:: ta1e Road 
359- 6061 
Richrnonci Life I..YJsm·.::mce Company 
603 Hest Grace Street 
61,3- 9055 
Ricb.r::ond Petersb1J.rg Turnpike Auth . 
P. o. Box rn. 
748- 2271 
Riclunond Professional Institute 
901 liest Franklin Street 
353-2711 
Southern Bo.nl( and Trust Company 
2nd :md Grace Street 
64!+- 7651 
Sou·,/nern Biscuit Company 
Ter·:c:li!1c.l Place 
355- 7801 
S0uth1.mstern Life I nsuranc e Co . 
609 2 a st Grace Street 
61,8- 4761 
Sta te Pl::i.J1tcr s Bank 
9th c1.nd 1-:iain Str0et 
61).,.-.3451 
Vi"rginia Carolina Chemi cal Cor p . 
401 East Hai n Street 
6L.J,-7611 
Virgi nia Department of High,iays 
1221 East Broa.d Street 
272-1428 
Phillio Horris 
P. o. Box 1895 
275-8361 
J . C. \·.'hea t Conpany 
1001 East 1-:S.fa Str eet 
6L;.L,.-L,211 
Thal h i mers 
? . O. Box 2408 
61,3-4211 
Blue Cross - Blue Shield 
4010 li est Broad Street 
358-7081 
Continental Can Company 
Inciustrial Street 
L,58-9831 
Bank of Virginia 
E.1.in and 8th Street 
61:-4-1821 
Ford Eotor Co1:-;pany 
Lnris and Fer ncrofts rl.oad 
737-4121 
Automc.tic Equipment Sal es of Va . 
1737 Su.nr·.i t Avenue 
353-5581 
Coca- Cola Bottl ing Company 
3123 West Broad Street 
.358-4966 
Hercules Pouder Company 
Hopewell , Virgi n i a 
458-9821 
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~faitaker B:·o·~'.·,ers and Cor2:-xmy 
L,2 0J 1-:orth Avenue 
358- 6101, 
Vi·cgi d.a Cor,,morn-,cal th Services , L1.c . 
1-:.:i.in 211.d 8th Street 
6U,-L;lll 
Serv:Lc e Du:'.'eau Corpo·cation 
.3228 l/es t Cary Street 
35 5-5758 
1-To-cth !meric:m Assurance Society 
l'-hi n an d B1·uns1.1ick 
355-2891 
Georce H. Meyers and Son 
l(JOl 1:/es t Overbrook Road 
61,.3-.3171 
J- '..::1.rkel Ser vices , I nc . 
5001 \-fe s t Broad Street 
282-542.3 
Cli ff Heil , Inc . 
1.315 East 1-iafa Street 
64.3-.3 526 
APPEi'IDIX B 
MMONWEA!.TH OF VIRGINIA 
1'. ich1nond Professional Institute 
I WEST FRANKLIN ST REET 
:HMOND, VIR G INIA 23220 
fay 1, 1966 
Gentlemen: 
The enclosed questionnaire is des i?ed to obtain inform<ttion re '!arding 
the j o O Quties ,.-:1.nd qual:i_fic2.tions of a pro ;r.?.::t""::G r ond a l:.:r.i t record 
t.ech.~~iciar1 in tY1s met-co ~!o J_itan area of P..ichnond, Vj:r ginia. The li.icfl-
nond Pro:C'ession2.l Institute l.-.ril1 find th:is inforfil.:'l.tion of ::;re.?.t ira1ue 
in St\?plenent=lr-.;; thei-r courses :,:o:' the t~ .. .ro year ~ .D . F . Tech:1.ical 
Pro~rc::un 1,.;:1ich •.-.rill co:::rrnence dur in-=; the next scl:oo j_ yea~-: . 
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i·.c:'Lrq C:.efini tions h:J:re ·:Jeen a -::ml :_ed to the j ob c3.escri }Jtions o:t' pro~PJ'.,mers 
end L:ni t ~eco:""d techni cis.ns . For purposes of this i nvesti:;;J.tio!l , a 
prO?,:r8:T.er is dsfin~O to incJ.ul .e c:tll persons :9eri'orra:~ ng ·t,he fu.:."""lctions 
listed in Se~tio~ II of t :~j.s cue stio11...!!ai:-e and a 11.i."'"!it -record tcc}"l.!.-iicia.n 
is O.e:·ine6. to incl--iC.e o.J.J. :?E: r s on s perform~Ln:"?: t he funct ions J.isted in 
Section III of t~1is qi__: es"CJ.on~?.!.ire . 
'ie e .. re ea.r:er ~-:c·:."e .~.t t~1e Ricl'l!:o-:-id ?-coi'essional L"1.st:tute to te~1.ch 1·.rhat 
should. ~c tau/;ht 9so9l e ~,/L10 ·:·;l tJ..:."'1 to ~,-rork in ths O.at2. pt>oce ssin:~ der,e:rt-
ments of 7our ors-;.";n ization . 1,-'ie need yo;.::_r cooper.'.:~ . .-c.1orr, ass isto.nce, and • 
suggest~_ons concerning the nost ap~licable 111?..t2rial to cover in 0 1Jr 
data. proccssine; cour se3. 
J.:3.y , .. ,e cm.L'1t on your ~el p? i,;{cy :re ask fo!' a fe,-! mirn1tes of :rour time? 
Pl ease cor:rolete the enclosed qv.est:·~or1..'1a:.re :;nci. retur::i it to ns by 
l''.ay 15, 1S66. A sta.r::;:,e( self-2.dcir esr;eo envelope is enciosed for your 
conve::iience . 
l~ny thaI1J.::s, 
D,wid P . Joc1es, Gro.du.::.te Student 
3c1wi ~1 E . Bl.:i.n1':s, G-c· .:).C.u.~.tc Student 
APPEr-.lDIX C 
Section I 
General 
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1. What media have.you found valuable in locating personnel to work in 
the field of Electronic Data Processing? 
Advertisements 
College 'lnd University Pl:1cement Services 
Electronic Data Processing Equipment Manufacturers 
bmployrnent Agencies 
Personal Applications 
Special Electronic Dat.a Processing Courses and Schools 
Others (please specify) 
2. Have you experienced difficulty in fulfilling your personnel require-
ments for programmers? 
Yes 
No 
3. Have you experienced difficulty in fulfilling your personnel require-
ments for unit record technicians? 
Yes 
No 
4. Do you feel that the present college curricula are meeting your needs 
for programmers? 
Yes 
No 
5. Do you feel that the present college curricula are meeting your needs 
for unit record technicians? 
Yes 
No 
6. Would you hire a graduate of a two-year program in Electronic Data 
Processing? 
___ Yes 
___ No 
7. Which, if any of the following tests are used in the selection of 
your program~ers and unit record technicians? 
___ Arithmetic Test 
___ IBH Prograrrtr.1ers Aptikde Test 
___ Kuder Preference 
___ No Testing Procedure 
___ Wonderlic Tests 
___ Others (please specify) 
8. What type of organization do you represent? 
___ Banking 
___ Govern!'1ent 
___ Insurance 
-----'Manufacturing 
___ Retail 
___ Service 
___ Other (please specify) 
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9. How many people are employed by your orga.nization in the Eetropolitan 
area of Richmond, Virginia? 
___ below 50 
50 - 1 50 
___ 15l - 250 
___ 251 - 500 
___ 501 - 750 
___ 751 - 999 
___ over 1, OCO 
10. How ri;any people are employee by your organization in the :l(etropoJ.i tan 
area of Ricbr,ond, Virginia in your data process i ng installations? 
___ be lo•,1 10 
___ .10 - 25 
___ 26 - 50 
___ 51 - 75 
___ 76 - 99 
___ over 100 
11. Please i ndicate the title that best describes your position . 
Controller or Cot·,ptroller 
Data Processing Vm1a:;er 
Office }'!-maeer 
Pro0 ammer 
Progr'?.:mmer M:1nager 
Sys tems Anal ys t 
Syst ems Analyst Va.na'::er 
Supervisor of Unit Re cord Equipment 
Unit Record Technician 
Other (pl ease specify) 
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12. Do you have an established educational prograr:1 to prepare personnel 
i'or your Electroni c Data Processing Department? 
Yes 
No 
13. Which of tne following do you prefer in traini ng data processing 
personnel? 
Conmi1y Educational Program 
Eanufacturer s I School 
On-the- job training 
Technical School 
Other (please speci fy) 
14. Would you be foterested in the results of t his study? 
Yes 
No 
Section II 
Job Duties and Qualifications of a Prog-t'aIJ1.rJer 
""""1>iease~k the most appropriate jreral AvOrage SevcraY Not I item for each of the job duties imes a of once times a Occa- I at 
listed below. Dt:dl -reek ,-!l. week ~th sionaJJy all 
1. Defines the problem 
-2. Confers with the personnel re-
oues~hULQ.];i)-en}_~ion 
3. Receives the problen from tho 
svstems analyst 
4. Flow charting 
-5. Block diagr anu:rlng 
6. Translates bl~ck a.1-;;gram into 
coded machine le.n~Q_{,coding} 
7. Prepares sample data 
8. Tests progr~on the computer 
9. Debugs the program 
10. Prepares instruction sheets 
for console op2rator --~~~-
li. Assists console oper ator in pro-
duction runs of ne,'!...P.!.2E!_ams 
12. Designs report forms 
~-~---- -13. Makes changes to existing programs 
14. 
0
1'.iakes ciwnges to ex .. i.sting report 
i---Jslrm'lts __ 
-- _,,, 15. Attends educational classes ~ 
16. Other ( please specify) 
17. Does the prograr:rr.'.er develop solutions to scientific pro blens? 
Yes 
No 
18 . Does the programr,,er develop solut ions to business problems? 
Yes 
No 
19. Do you pr efer to hire programr0ing personnel wi th some previous 
e~erience? 
Yes 
No 
20 . If your answer to question 19 is yes , how many years of previous 
experi ence do you require? 
21. Ar e any women employed as progr ammers with your organization? 
---
Yes 
Ho 
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22 . Hhat age range do you prefer for a programmer in your organization? 
13- 22 
23- 27 
28- 32 
33- 37 
JS-42 
over L,2 
23. Hhat level of etl,,cation, if any, is a prerequisite in the selection 
of a prograr.ll:ler with your organization? 
High School 
Colle :;e 
Business School 
Hone 
Other (please specify) 
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24 . Hhat comDuter 1311'.:;U'.1::;e do your p1·ogr:cl:rnroers util ize in wc"i ting cor:puter 
progr ar.1s? 
___ Autocoder 
COBOL 
nn,.... 
'. ·~..:.. ', : 
SPS 
Other 
25 . I s supervision .of data processing per sonnel r equired of prov-a:mners 
in your org~..nization? 
Yes 
--- No 
26 . I f answer to question 25 is yes , how l'lal1Y are Su'J)er vi secl? 
l ess t han 3 
--- L;.- 7 
8-11 
12- 15 
over 15 
27 . i-Jhat job titl e is usea in your or :;anizac.ion to descr i be the employee 
performing the cuties listed in the tabl e in Sec t i on II? 
Section I II 
1. Does the uni t record technician operate equipment for production 
runs? 
Yes 
No 
2 . If answer to questi on 1 i s yes , which equipment does he oper:J.te '? 
Collator 
K8ypunch 
Reproducer 
Sorter 
Tabuh:dng or accounting lll.2.Chine 
Verifier 
Other (please specify) 
3 . Do you prefer to hi re unit record t e·ch;'licians with previ ous experi ence? 
Ye s 
--- No 
----
Job Duties and Qual i fi cations of a Unit Recor d Techni ci an 
Please check the most appropriate I Several Average Several Not i tem f or each of the job duti es t i mes a of oncE t imes a Occa- at 
list ecl. bel ow . Daily week a week month si onally all 
4. Defines the problem I : 
5. Confers with the personnel r e-
quest~!1 " the _E_o_b}.::n sol ution 
.. .. 
6. Receives the problem f rom the 
syster.~y_ys t 
- -
----·------ -7. Flow charting 
8 . Prepar es sample data 
9 . Wires contr ol p@eT s 
-10. Prepares cont rol panel diagr ams 
n. Test pr obl ems on t he unit 
r ecord equi pment 
12. Prepares instructions for 
machine o~ators 
13. Assists 11nchine operator s in pr o-
duction runs of new probJ.ems 
1/to Locate s error s i n control 
__ ___P.illl_el_ uirinrr 
15. Des j_gns r eport f orms 
- · 16. Prepares card i'orrnat 
i 
-·-- ·-
l ? e Attends educational cle.sf;es 
18. Other ~please specify) · I__ _ _ 
~ 
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19. If answer to question 3 is yes, how ma.'1y years of p-c·evious e:coe1"ience 
do you requfre? 
20. Are any women employed as unit record technicians in your organization? 
Yes 
No 
21. Hhat age range do you prefer for a unit record technician in your 
organi zatio:n-l 
---
18 - 22 
23 - 27 
28 
- 32 
33 
-
37 
38 
-
42 
over 42 
22. What l evel of education, if any, is a 0rer equisi te in the selection 
of a U.'1i t , r ecord technician in your org",nization? 
High School 
College 
Business School 
None 
Other (please specify) 
23 . Is sunervision of da l a procc-ssing personnel required of unit record 
tech,'1icians in your or~anization? 
Yes 
No 
24 . If answer to question 23 is yes , how many a-re supervised? 
Less than 3 
4 - 7 
8 - 11 
--- 12 - 15 
over 15 
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25 . \-/h3.t job title i s useci. in your or g::cn ization to describe the emplo:/ee 
performing the dutie s listeci. fo Section III ? 
Section IV 
Electronic Data Proc essi ng Utilization - Present az1d Future 
1. What con.,uter(s) are you now using:? 
I D}! 360 
ISE 1401 
I B?-, 1410 
___ rm; 1620 
--- IBM 7090 
u:nvti.c 1004 
Other (pl ease specify) 
-------------
2 . What unit r ecord equi p:ment are you now using? 
3. Do you 
---
---
4. Do you 
Collators 
KeyptL11ch 
Re pi,oducers 
Sorters 
Ta.bulating or 
Verifiers 
Other (please 
account i ng machines 
specify) 
rent your equi:-iment? 
Yes 
No 
have a new computer on order? 
Yos 
No 
5. If the 211swer to que s tion 4 is yes , what make cornnuter do you have 
on order? 
6 . If your answer to questi on I+ is yes , uhat coH:)uter Lm 0sua:ze co you 
anticipate us :i_n ~; ,_.fi th t:1e new con:->uter? 
7 . If your answer to qlwstion L, is yes, 1!ha t i s t he estimated da t e of 
delivery for t he computer? 
70 
8 . I f yoca· an.swer to question 4 is yes , what forms of i nput and output 
wi ll be uti lized ? 
9. On what basis do you oper ate your electronic data processing instal lati on? 
one 8 hour shift :)er day 
t'.-ro 8 !-1our shifts per day 
three S Dour shi fts ncr da:r 
10. Hhat percenta '3e of your e l ect-c·onic data ?i.'ocessinz ap::ilications fal l 
i n to each of -she 1"011 01-Jing catagories? 
B;:s i:·,e s:3 or Commercio_l 
Re s earch :rnd Develounent 
Other (please speci iy) 
11. What is the lsngth of tirr,e your or,;.·Jni:cat ion r_a s been usi ng data 
processing equip!iient? 
THANK YOU 
APPEl'IDIX D 
Ml'v!ONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
I WEST FRANKLIN STREE T 
,CHMOND, VIRGINIA 23220 
ray 16, 1966 
Gentlemen : 
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The i nformat ion we have compiled fror:i the returned data. processing 
questionnaires has proved very beneficial. The Riclmond ?rof0ssional 
Institute is finding this information of great value in fori:mlating its 
com·ses for the t\10 yee.r E .D .? • t eclmictl program which will cor,rraence 
during the next s chool year . 
The questionn2.ire is of utmost i r:porta:.rice in makine decisions about 
program content and data processing equiIJment -:'.'ental and )urchases. 
You ca.ri readily 1..L,ciers io.nd our i mperative need for che i nformation 
conta i ned on the questionI1aire. If you have not 1•eturned your question-
naire could \le count on you t o do so by Jliay 23 , 1966? 
Hany thanks for promptly returning the que s tionnaire and your cooper-
ation is greatly appre ciated a..,d of tremendous value to us. 
Sincerely, 
David P. Jones, Graduate Student 
Edwin E. Blanks, Graduate Student 
APPENDIX E 
-Job Duty No. Daily Several Aver age Several Occa- Not at 
~ercent Times A of Once Times A sionally All 
Week a Week Month 
-- · 
l. Def ines the Probl em No. 7 2 16 9 1 
Percent 20.00 5.71 45.72 25.71 2. 86 
2. Confer s with the Per sonnel 
reque s ting t he problem solution No. 5 5 4 12 8 1 
[Percent 14. 29 14. 29 11. 43 34. 27 22. 86 2. 86 
J. Receives the problem from the 
Sys t ems Analys t No. 1 4 1 8 7 14 
Percent 2.86 11.43 2. 86 22.86 20.00 .39. 99 
_, ____ 
4. Flow Charting No. 9 7 2 7 9 1 
:Percent 25.72 20.00 5.71 20.00 25. 71 2. 86 
5. Block Diagramming No. 8 10 3 6 5 3 
Percent 22 . 86 28.57 8.57 17.14 14. 29 8. 57 
--
6. Tran slf.tes Block Diagram int o No. 1.3 5 4 7 3 .3 
coded Machi ne Language (cod ing ) i::! 
0 ercent 37.14 14.29 11. 43 20.00 8.57 8. 57 
Job Duty No. Daily Several 
)ercent Times A 
Week 
7. Prepares Sample Data No. 6 6 
Perceni 17.14 17.14 
8. Tes t s Program on the Computer No. 10 8 
Percent 28.57 22.86 
9, Debugs the Program No. 11 9 
Percent .31.44 25.71 
•.. 
-
10. Prepares Instruction Shee ts f or 
Cons ole Operator No. 7 5 
Percent 20.00 14, 29 
11. As sis ts Consolo Oper ator in No, 6 4 
Production Runs of New Progr8.ms 
Percent 17.14 11.43 
12. De s i gns Report Forms No, 4 4 
Percent 11. 4.3 11.4.3 
Average Severe.l 
of Once Times A 
A Week Month 
4 11 
11.4.3 .31.43 
6 8 
17.14 22.86 
4 9 
11.43 25.71 
2 12 
5,71 34.28 
2 8 
5.71 22.86 
1 4 
2.86 11. 4.3 
Occa-
~ionally 
5 
14.29 
2 
5.71 
2 
5.71 
5 
14.29 
10 
28.57 
18 
51. 42 
Not at 
All 
3 
8.57 
1 
2.86 
4 
11.43 
5 
14. 29 
4 
11.43 
--
.....J 
V1 
Job Duty No. Daily Several Average 
Percent Times A of Once 
Week A Week 
13. Makes Changes to Existing No. 5 11 1 
Progr ams 
Percent 14.29 31.42 2.86 
14. Makes Changes to Existing No. 3 6 1 
Report Formats 
Percent 8.57 17.14 2.86 
15. Attends Educational Classes No. 1 
Percent 2.86 
Several Occa-
Times A sionally 
Month 
11 4 
31.43 11.4.3 
6 15 
17.14 42.86 
.32 
91.4.3 
Not at 
All 
3 
8,57 
4 
11,4.3 
2 
5.71 
-.J 
O' 
